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Preparedness for ongoing Ebola virus infection: how to welcome it?
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The problem of Ebola virus infection is the big global concern. Preparedness for ongoing
Ebola virus infection is the topic that should be discussed. In fact, it is necessary to set up
a biosecurity system to protect against the present Ebola outbreak. The medical personnel
have to prepare for fighting the problem. The management of the present outbreak requires
international collaboration and control of cross-border disease transmission is also the big
challenge. The good case study is the Hajj scenario.
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1. Prepare for Ebola cases: what to be concerned for

noted by Sprinks[2], “EMERGENCY NURSES are accustomed

medical personnel?

to responding to any kind of presentation, and so should not be
alarmed by the latest national guidance on identifying and caring

Ebola virus infection 2014 is the global concern at present[1].

for patients with the Ebola virus”. In fact, to give a good critical

Its epidemic starts in Africa and already exists outside Africa. As

care for the patient infected with Ebola virus is the main key
factor for success in saving life of the patients[1]. However, the
big consideration is the high contagiousness of the infection.
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Medical personnel become the risk group during epidemic. In
the present epidemic, many nurses die due to getting infection
from the patients[3]. Guideline for good clinical practice might
be useful, however, it should not forget to find the preventive
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tool for the practitioner. Also, the support is needed to reinforce

technology plays role and a consensus on its possible limitation

practitioner who have to deal with the patient. In the situation

in applicability should be focused. A good research and study of

of high risk, Hewlett and Hewlett proposed for the special

this question could be instructive to practitioner in the simulation

consideration on “exceptional commitment to the nursing

community and perhaps to other ones in public health.

profession in a context where the lives of the health care workers
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were in jeopardy[4].”

2. Cross-border control of Ebola virus infection – a case
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study on the Hajj
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